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00 ABSTRACT

Blockchain technology continues to change and develop our society and the world.

Various innovative technologies such as smart contracts, decentralized finance (De-Fi), and Non- F

ungible tokens (NFT) that have emerged in the world through Ethereum are emerging continuously.

In particular, decentralized finance and NFT sectors are continuing to grow exponentially. Among t

hem, NFT has achieved tremendous growth in a short time because it enables digital assetization o

f the game industry, metaverse, and artworks.

In the field of online games, the vision of the game industry linked to NFT technology is very bright,

as many game developers are already diving in to develop NFT.

P2E games are in the spotlight, where users can get rewards through actions such as performing s

pecific activities or completing missions while having fun playing the game they wish to play. Not o

nly does it have the advantage of users being able to withdraw reward tokens acquired in cash, but

it can also be used as a payment method for food or shopping offline by purchasing digital products

such as vouchers and gift cards.

Even though users do not have special knowledge or are not good at games, anyone can easily win

rewards and engage in the digital economy activities throughrewards they have earned.

Through these activities, users can generate profits through the Play to Earn missions within the D

STC ecosystem. We are sure that this will be a key project to open new indicators of utility tokens

while securing more places to use DSTC tokens as payment methods in various fields such as online

games, shopping, and travel.

Currently, there are many companies that provide payment methods and online game services for

P2E models. However, with patented technologies and solutions that no competing company has,

and using DSTC'sunique alliance infrastructure, we are dominating the competition.
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DSTC Project

DSTC is a project based on a decentralized travel platform that uses blockchain technology to help

travelers pay with DSTC tokens, not local currency, to reduce the burden of fees for travelers and

offer discounts. In addition, users can acquire rewards and exchange them for DSTC tokens through

DSTC's own advertising application, which is developed and operated by DSTC, and use them at tr

avel destinations.

The DSTC project is a blockchain project aiming for a Play to Earn (P2E) model that allows users to

acquire reward tokens while playing various online games and DSTC's own blockchain games and tr

ade the acquired tokens on the exchange at any time.

It is a utility token that can be used in various platforms such as online games and shopping malls,

advertising reward apps, franchises, gold transactions, and real estate transactions partnered with

DSTC project.

It can be used as a payment method to purchase items needed in the game in online games of affili

ates, including Frute Swipe developed by DSTC, and users can easily use it due it allows free trans

actions between games and exchanges through listing on the exchange.

We have our own app needed to provide advertising rewards that reward users when they view a

dvertisements with smartphone apps. We already acquired many users by commercializing shoppin

g malls or gift card payments through advertising rewards. It also presents a new business model t

hat not only can be used as a payment method in its own shopping mall with nearly 60,000 items,

but also allows users to watch advertisements andexchangeearnedrewards for DSTC tokens.

DSTC can inform a large number of unspecified users of DSTC tokens through partnerships with co

mpanies in a wide variety of fields, which will serve as a stepping stone for the rapid increase in th

e number of users of DSTC tokens.

In addition, we are conducting business in Singapore and South Korea, and afterwards, the ultimate

goal of the DSTC project will be to expand its business area to China and Southeast Asian countries,

and finally expanding its business area worldwide. As for our final goal, we would like to recognize

DSTC as a new business model for global utility coins.
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Ecosystem Expansion Plan

The DSTC project aims to expand and circulate the ecosystem in 4 stages so that DSTC tokens can  

be applied to practical use.

5

Stage 1

DSTC is devising a variety of methods, such as the transfer of the Mainnet to another blockchain network

in the future, to provide low payment commission rates in all transactions where DSTC tokens can be us

ed as actual payment methods. By providing low fees, more affiliated networks can be secured, and we

expect this network expansion to more benefit the DSTC ecosystem.

Stage 2

The DSTC ecosystem users, such as the ever-increasing number of users and affiliated networks, must fi

rst secure DSTC tokens in order to use DSTCtokens as payment methods.

In addition, as the number of DSTC users increases, the number of potential companies that wish to form

an alliance network with DSTC will naturally increase, and as the DSTC ecosystem becomes more active

and expanded, affiliates will continue to secure user data. Through this various marketing can be done a

nd rewards for users are also expanded, so the numberof users can be steadily secured.

Stage 3

The DSTC Foundation will continue to reinvest the operating profit of the project to expand the ecosyst

em. Currently, we are planning a business model that can contribute to ecosystem expansion in connect

ion with variousareas that can provide more benefits to DSTC users.

Stage 4

The DSTC project plans to continue the platform construction and ecosystem expansion through the est

ablishment of a system that encompasses the DSTC token payment system in various affiliates. This can

induce the influx of new users on the platform and create its own profit model. As the demand for DSTC

tokens increases in line with the expansion of the ecosystem, it will also be the basis for the continuous

DSTC token circulation and rise in value. Based on the step-by-step project promotion method ranging f

rom "initial participation -> user inflow -> ecosystem expansion -> ecosystem circulation", the DSTC pr

oject is planning a gradual development structure.
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Travel Industry Market Analysis

According to the Korea Tourism Organization's report on the "Next Level of the Travel Industry," w

hich analyzes the current status of the global travel market and the Korean travel industry, the pro

portion of travel platform distribution in the global tourism industry is expected to expand from 6

0% in 2017 to 72% in 2025. Among them, the increase in the "Travel Product Distribution Platform"

market, which mediates travel products and services, was expected to have the greatest impact.

The growth of the Online Travel Product Distribution Platform market in 2027 is expected to grow

by about 90% compared to 2020, and it is announced that the frequency of mobile travel apps has

increased and the reservation rate of non-face-to-face travel products has increased significantly as

well, due to the demand for non-face-to-face technology has increased after the COVID-19 pande

mic.

Global OTA also announced that platform companies are becoming larger due to promising small and

medium-sized OTAs are taken over. OTA Group companies such as Expedia, Booking.com, Trip.com,

and Airbnb have an oligopolistic market share of 97%.

As a result, traditional travel agencies' OTA transformation and tourism venture companies' travel-

tech commercialization are progressing rapidly.
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According to the results of management efficiency analysis considering the scale and future growth

potential of global OTA,9 OTAs in about 5 countries showed the highest efficiency, and ‘Technology’

was the most important factor in management efficiency.

In particular, it was investigated that the most important factor is to continuously develop and equip

an appropriate level of technology in consideration of the needs of travel platform users and the sc

ale and characteristics of OTArather than unconditionally aiming for a high-tech technology.

According to Euro Monitor International, a global market research firm, the online travel product di

stribution platform, which is developing and growing continuously, predicts that the online travel p

latform market will be approximately $1.54 trillion in 2023.

Currently, travelers are composed of various age groups, including the advent of Generation Z alon

g with the aging population. Global OTA is building a process that allows customers to directly par

ticipate in the overall travel process, from searching for travel-related information to writing a revi

ew after the trip. An online platform exists at the center of all activities. Only a platform that can ac

quire and analyze data from users using an online travel product distribution platform, develop trav

el products that actively reflect the needs of multinational consumers, and present them in the ma

rket, spanning various age groups, expand the ecosystem, making it possible to continue operate th

e business.

Game Industry Market Analysis
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In early 2020, as COVID-19 spreads around the world and the number of non-face-to-face content

gameusers and game play time increased significantly. Even now, more than a year passed, and the

demand in the game market continues to grow.

In the United States, Canada, Singapore, and India, the growth of the game industry was remarkable

due to the increase in the number of game users. According to the global mobile data analysis platf

orm "App-Annie," over 800 games recorded more than $1 million in sales per month as of the first

half of 2021, of which 7 games generated more than $100 million.

In fact, the size of the game market continues to grow in major countries. Market research firm "St

atista" announced that sales of U.S. mobile games in 2020 grew 19.5% from 2019, up 12.1% from t

his to $20.4 billion in 2021, and that the market is expected to expand with an annual average gro

wth rate of 9.7% by 2025. The United States is the second largest game market in the world after

China.

This can be interpreted as a result of an increase in the number of people enjoying mobile games u

sing smartphones or tablet PCs after the spread of COVID-19, and an increase in game play time d

ue to telecommuting. In fact, 35% of game users in North America, such as the United States and

Canada, claimed that their mobile game play time increased due to COVID-19.

In addition, the mobile game market is growing rapidly in India, the world's second-largest country.

With the prolonged blockade due to COVID-19, it is expected to exceed $3.7 billion by 2024 from

$800 million in 2019.

In addition, many countries such as Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, and Vietnam are showing growth in

the mobile game market. All of them have increased demand for games that can be enjoyed indoor

s rather than outside activities due to social distancing caused by COVID-19. Not only mobile game

s, but also console games, PCgamehas shown increase in number of users, and usage time.

8
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Travel
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The DSTC project aims to help users reduce travel expenses by eliminating unnecessary spending s

uch as unreasonable fees by large travel agencies and unnecessary travel expenses. Ordinary users

who are not related to travel agencies can also be travel guides, be a local tour guide company, and

be a travel agency. Weare planning to establish a shared travel ecosystem where, not only the pro

ducts that are planned and sold by travel agencies at lowest-price according to the season, but an

yone can plan, create, and register travel products. Of course, travel agencies can also register pro

ducts and compete fairly with individuals.

The platform will establish a system to distribute profits fairly, and we are thriving to become a pl

atform that can coexist with travel agencies, local tour guide companies, travel guides, and individ

uals. In addition, we would like to create a travel platform that improve the quality of travel produ

cts, make the current unfair distribution of profits, unreasonable commissions, and non- transpare

nt travel markets fair and sound.

Since anyone can plan and register travel products, there may be cases in which unreliable travel p

roducts are registered. Therefore, the DSTC platform ensures that only reliable travel products can

be registered through self-verification of registered travel products. This will allow users to be rec

ognized DSTCas a reliable travel platform.

We will establish a system to receive feedback on travel products used by users, receive product e

valuations from users, and build continuous credibility through improvement actions based on the f

eedback given. Users' feedback also operates on a system which allows users who actually use tra

vel products only to write the feedback, preventing them from leaving feedback for fraudulent pur

poses or leaving duplicate feedback.

In addition, DSTC is designed as a blockchain-based platform to become a healthy platform that is

legal and expedient for the travel industry, which originally has been quite illegal or rampant.

Travelers can benefit safety and cost savings by using DSTCtokens, and the goal of the DSTCproject

is to provide ahigh-quality service since it provides acomfortable environment for travelers through

guides that jointly prepare and share profits with local travel guide partners.

Aiming for this goal, the DSTC project provides all ecosystem participants with access to the infor

mation system so that they can provide reasonable and reliable travel products. This will serve as

a stepping stone for improving the quality of travel products provided to users and managing appr

opriate supply and demand.
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As such, the DSTC platform is a platform that has built a safe and fair, high-quality blockchain ecos

ystem that connects travelers and travel industry workers. The DSTC project has a system in which

rewards are accumulated through the frequency of travelers' use of DSTC tokens, and information

sharing activities such as travel experiences, and know-how, and the reward process is designed t

o reduce the complexity and reliability using the processing process through smart contract execut

ion.

The DSTC project will continue to introduce new standards and technologies and expand for more

diverse partnership networks. Through this, we will set the base for competing with other platforms

in response to future trends in the travel industry. Through these efforts, the global travel service

provided by the DSTC project aims to break away from existing travel service practices and become

a model for new travel-related businesses.

As such, the 6 most important points in operating a travel platform based on blockchain technology  

are as follows.
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Transparency of Payment.

Transparency is one of the typical representative characteristics of blockchain technology, and third

parties cannot arbitrarily change or modify the content. Anyone can view the token's movement th

roughout the travel life cycle since it is transparently disclosed. As a result, this ensures fairness fo

r distribution of profits, and this prevents disputes in advance.

Payment contract execution

Smart contracts are executed to create transactions for all travel product purchases. Payment cont

racts utilize these smart contract functions to save time for payment, reduce commission fees, and

ensure safety and reliability.

Payment Point

With the use of blockchain technology an automatic payment and automatic recovery system for v

arious points can be operated. This applies to users who use all travel products provided by the tra

vel industry to actively use the platform, and allows users to create a healthy ecosystem on their o

wn.

Fraud Prevention

It can be a safe and reliable platform in terms of travel management processes since it can be imm

ediately identified when changes occur among nodes participating in the DSTC ecosystem.

Identity Protection

Basic data of travel product users canbe stored in all transactions, andcan beused as well. Partnered

companies provide rewards for data provision by providing more benefits to the users who provided

the information. In addition, blockchain technology is used to prevent leakage of data by setting ac

cess rights so that sensitive data cannot be viewed arbitrarily.

Overbooking Prevention

It eliminates the risk of double spending by preventing overbookings for travel products that are al

ready completely booked, and is out of stock.

11
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Game

Through partnerships with a wide variety of online game developers, DSTC supports the P2E model

that allows users to play games while generating revenue by providing a path to earn rewards within

the game, and at the same time inform users of more diverse games.

It is designed to use DSTC tokens as a payment method for purchasing coins or in-game items to p

lay games within various games provided. In addition, rewards earned while playing the game can

be exchanged for DSTCtokens or gift cards, and can be cashed through listed exchanges.

Weare continuously researching and developing game models that help users generate profits by li

nking gameplay with virtual assets. In line with these markets and users' needs, we aim to increase

access to games and build a user-friendly platform.

In addition, DSTC uses blockchain technology to transparently disclose the amount of rewards obta

ined and all paths through DSTC tokens to increase reliability to users. We prevent sensitive custo

mer information from being used or leaked in advance by ensuring anonymity according to the nat

ure of the game played in the virtual space.
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Advertisement Reward App

DSTC provides advertising viewing services to domestic and foreign users through strategic partner

ships with the global advertising content brand "Navitok." We are implementing a system to introd

uce an unspecified number of users into game users by providing rewards to users who watch adv

ertisements or complete certain missions.

Users who encounter advertisements will be able to access various game services provided within t

he DSTCecosystem.

As more users enter, the number of DSTC tokens distributed increases, and the usability of DSTC to

kens increases,which will lead the growth of the DSTCtoken ecosystem.

In addition, the growth of the DSTC token ecosystem could bring in numerous game developers who

wish to grow together with DSTC in the future, providing more diverse game services to users. This

will pave the way for the continuous expansion the ecosystem through the symbiotic relationship b

etween game developers and DSTC.

03 DSTCService
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Patent related to mobile advertising.
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Usage

GGC 24K Gold

DSTCoffers discounts on24K gold transactions throughstrategic partnerships with Stable CoinGGC,

a global gold chain and real asset, which is connected to gold. It provides DSTC users with the adv

antage of purchasing gold at a slightly lower price.

Real estate payment

We are building a trading platform that allows real estate transactions in various regions with DSTC

tokens and provides transaction benefits to all users who register or purchase real estate sales on t

he platform. It provides exceptional discounts and rewards to numerous domestic and foreign users

who pay with DSTC to help them generate various profits through real estate transactions..

03 DSTCService
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Artwork Transaction

In order to increase the convenience, and transparency of management of users using blockchain t

echnology, DSTC will support the transaction of various artworks linked to NFT in the future. Artists

or artwork owners can NFT their artworks and sell them, and if they use DSTC tokens as a payment

method, they can purchase them at a lower price.

Major Shopping Mall

DSTC can be used as a payment method at a shopping mall, where products can be purchased, and

customer infrastructure is provided to affiliates listed. Wealso want to build an ecosystem as a high-

quality payment platform by providing a payment environment without intermediaries.

Gift Card Payment

DSTC Token serves as a payment method that can be used like cash when exchanging advertising r

ewards with gift cards / gift certificates or using franchisees affiliated with DSTC. We are building a

global franchise payment business model based on the payment market through strategic partners

hip with Ninth, a location-based franchise delivery app.

03 DSTCService
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Delivery Platform

DSTC has secured numerous franchisees with DSTC token payment systems through strategic part

nerships with Ninth, a location-based franchise delivery app company, and is conducting a global fra

nchise payment platform business based on the delivery market.

In addition to Ninth, we form analliance network with various delivery app platforms, and users who

pay with DSTC tokens can order food at a lower price than existing delivery platforms and receive

many points through a reward structure designed to provide various benefits within the app. In ad

dition, users can receive a variety of user-friendly benefits such as coupons and events.

03 DSTCService
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TRON Network

Tron started as a blockchain project based on the initial Ethereum blockchain network, and then m

oved the network by building the Tron mainnet called Odyssey 2.0. It has been reborn as a blockc

hain platform that can operate Dapps within.

The characteristics of the Tron blockchain platform are decentralization, reliability, consistency, sca

lability, and BFT.

Decentralization

All nodeshave the same equal rights, but even if all nodesstopworking,theoverallsystemoperation  

is not affected.

Reliability

Since Tron is a blockchain-based platform, it provides a reliable environment that naturally follows.

Accordingly, each node does not require reliability in the other node, and the operation of the data

base and the entire system is transparently disclosed.

Consistency

Consistency of all nodes' data information is guaranteed.

Scalability

The Tron blockchainnetwork can be expanded using side-chain, andhas scalability to store currency

transactions, legally binding contracts, various certificates, or audio and video files in the blockchain

database.

BFT(Byzantine Fault Tolerance)

The TRON network system is capable of the BFT of less than ⅓ of total nodes.
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The Tron-based TRC-20 token standard is Tron's most representative technical standard used to imple

ment tokens supported by smart contracts. It is fully compatible with ERC-20, the most representative

token standard of the Ethereum network, and is accessible within smart contracts while allowing interfa

ce customization.

As such, Tron has become a public blockchain platform that supports the development of Tron-based D

apps by establishing its own blockchain network independent from Ethereum. Ethereum has a low trans

action processing speed (TPS) per second, which causes many Dapps to bottleneck, while Tron's transac

tion processing speed is 2,000 TPS, and uses a fast DPoS consensus algorithm to support users and can

migrate from existing blockchain platforms to Tron blockchain platforms.

In addition, while Ethereum has high gas fees, Tron does not charge fees for transactions, making it easier

for users and developers to use the blockchain.

Data storage and management
Data produced in the DSTC ecosystem is stored and managed in a distributed storage system called Inte

rplanetary File System (IPFS). IPFS is a system that distributes andstores encrypted blockchain-based da

tabases, in other words, blockchain files. Because these data are encrypted and stored, it provides relia

bility and can be shared with selected users.

Users can encrypt data and store encrypted data in IPFS using their asymmetric encryption code. Users

who want to share data together are authorized to encrypt data through public keys and provide private

keys to selected users to view the data. Unauthorized users cannot access encrypted files and decrypt t

hem. This provides security by protecting users' sensitive personal information.

04 DSTCBlockchain
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The image above shows how User A shares data to the selected person (User B). User A shared the

data and allowed only user B to access the data.

DSTC encrypts User A's data using User B's public key, stores the encrypted blockchain file in IPFS

to obtain the hash value of the encrypted file, and User B has the private key used to encrypt the

blockchain file, so User B can find the data and view the file.

IPFS use fully distributed interactions to provide multiple tasks on blockchain files through hash ref

erences for richer programmatic interactions.

Usually, a blockchain has a BPM, a blockchain-only module that can store simple text and records v

ery efficiently, providing a suitable environment for digital assets to run on the blockchain. In the

digital asset application scenario, the BPM module only needs to record the sender, recipient, and

digital asset information of the transaction, so that the BPM module can efficiently perform this bl

ockchain recording. However, the blockchain has to calculate and verify all hash values of the data

each time it creates a blockchain, so if other data needs to be stored in large quantities, the storage

efficiency of the blockchain will be very low. Therefore, maintaining chain integrity can lead to a ve

ry inefficient block generation.

In order to solve this problem, the latest approach utilizes a combination of IPFS and blockchain. D

STC stores the hash value of the IPFS storage method in the Ethereum blockchain. This ensures th

e integrity of the data required for the blockchain network and at the same time can actively utilize t

he benefits of complete decentralization of IPFS.

20

System Architecture

DSTC Front-end is a user application element for providing in-game advertising services and obtai

ning rewards, and DSTC's hybrid app is a service business logic based on various Dapps based on b

lockchain.

DSTC's open API is an API that helps provide common functions based on business logic, and has b

uilt a blockchain platform with the Ethereum network which is the base of DSTC.
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The DSTC project currently offers services such as game services in the DSTC ecosystem and in- ga

me advertising services. In the future, DSTC aims to become a platform that provides a distributed

work environment oriented to expert networks such as transaction services such as characters and

game items through NFT.

Initially, we plan to expand various service functions such as human network services, project man

agement services, game messenger services, and item trading services, starting from a service that

provides advertisingexpense fees received from advertisers as a reward to users.

The open API provided by DSTC allows the project to be expanded to a service platform, which can

help build the services mentioned above based on the blockchain network.

04 DSTCBlockchain
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DSTC envisions a new generation of large-scale online game multi-platform with a rich game world

hosted within the blockchain, a rich game market economy based on tokens and trade-able game i

tems.

In order to encompass both general online and blockchain games, DSTC wish to support a smart co

ntract execution. This will enable game developers to bootstrap the economic activities of the gam

e market quickly and provide game users with a certain level of stability due to pre-made smart co

ntracts.

At the center of the DSTC game smart contract is the market making/token converting algorithm,

which is configured to enable smooth price formation, and therefore the value of the DSTC token

will inevitably increase unless most of the game players give up the game and convert all rewards i

nto DSTC tokens.

The rise in the price of DSTC tokens according to demand means that more buyers, game players

with the motivation to invest in purchasing game items or characters, are wishing to purchase DSTC

tokens.

22

Blockchain Based Platform

Global Payment System

The DSTC project is a platform that provides advertising services and payment systems using block

chain technology. It provides a global payment system for all affiliates and users to use the new b

usiness model built by DSTCand engage in various and active economic activities.

Participants can participate in the DSTC ecosystem anywhere and receive nationwide services. In t

he DSTC ecosystem, virtual assets are issued through blockchain technology to overcome shortco

mings such as exchange rate changes between countries, slow transaction speed, and commission

fees, allowing them to be free from exchange rates between countries and commission fees. Users

can experience a token ecosystem built on a single blockchain network that naturally joins the DST

C ecosystem while receiving services.

This can reduce the payment process, so the transaction speed is also accelerated. By utilizing bloc

kchain technology, DSTC is trying to lower entry barriers so that potential global affiliates around th

e world can join the DSTCecosystem, and the larger the number, the more positive effects can be e

xpected.
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Ecosystem Transparency

The DSTC project can be defined as the underlying network that creates the DSTC ecosystem. Ther

efore, DSTC includes apayment system that cansafely andtransparently protect all transactions occ

urring within the ecosystem, allowing ecosystem participants to trade safely using these payment sy

stems.

DSTC ensures transparency so that all transaction details or data cannot be forged or altered. In ad

dition, through blockchain networks, the risks that may arise from data forgery and alteration can b

e eliminated in advance, and smart contracts can be utilized to earn as much compensation as user

s contribute without going through a complicated process for ecosystem participants to obtain co

mpensation.

23

DSTC is a platform that provides payment services linked to industries in various fields using block

chain technology.

Blockchain technology and various industries can be combined to provide simple and convenient

payment services. In addition, DSTC is a platform that provides payment services in various industr

ies and low barriers to entry into affiliates without limiting the industrial sectors, which can serve

as a facilitator for various industries.

Blockchain is a decentralized network that enables P2P value exchange. Since data existing on the

blockchain is distributively managed, it is impossible to manipulate and transparency and reliability

is guaranteed.

DSTC is a project that combines the characteristics and these advantages blockchain. DSTC is desig

ned to lower entry barriers so that users can easily experience various industries through DSTC, and

allow participants to generate profits and be protected.

In addition, since the DSTC platform consists of a user-friendly UI which emphasizes user convenie

nce, it will become an essential element to build an ecosystem where various DSTC ecosystem me

mbers, including users and affiliates, can circulate.
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Token Information

DSTC believes that this will be a project which both the profit model and the token model allows

players to construct a new type of token economy model.

DSTC will provide immediate and fluid pools for players and game developers, and DSTC tokens will

be valued according to users' gameplay, transactions, and advertising activities within the DSTC ec

osystem. As the number of players enjoying the game increases, the value of DSTC tokens will also

increase. Accordingly, DSTC continues to develop with the ultimate goal of the project to express t

he real economicsystem within the game.

As mentioned before, DSTC is a utility token using the TRC-20 token standard of the Tron network

based onthe blockchain.

DSTC can be used as a payment method and a reward token that can be used throughout the DSTC

ecosystem, including game users, game developers, distributors, and shopping malls, while DSTC b

uilds a user-based game playing environment to provide more rewards to users.

Users can earn rewards through watching advertisements while playing various games within the

DSTCecosystem. It will be used to develop anecosystem where numerous gameplayers world wide

can experience various and unique games.

The profit model of the DSTCproject consists only of advertisements.

Advertisers who want to advertise to users of the DSTCecosystem pay advertising fees and execute

advertising on the ecosystem in return. Game players who watch the advertisements can enjoy var

ious games and earn rewards for watching advertisements, which will create a virtuous cycle. In ad

dition, the profit model of the DSTCproject can be added later.

05 TokenEconomy
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Basic token information.

Distribution Plan

05 TokenEconomy
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This white paper describes the business objectives of the DSTC project and the creation of DSTC t

okens, but the explanation may not be complete or final.

The purpose of this white paper is to help future DSTC token buyers make decisions about whether

to purchase tokens by providing information about the project, not to encourage or induce token

purchases.

This white paper does not intend to propose or recommend the sale of stock and other financial in

struments.

The provision of DSTC tokens is not registered, qualified, or approved in accordance with stock, fu

tures, financial instruments, capital markets, exchangecontrol of jurisdiction, laws, etc.

In writing this white paper, the DSTC Foundation paid as much attention to ensure that the inform

ation contained in the white paper is as accurate as possible, but not all of the information contain

ed is accurate and can be updated at any time due to reasons such as revision and supplementatio

n. There is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this whit

e paper, and there is no obligation to update the information or prediction contained to the latest

state.

The issuance of this white paper and the provision of DSTC tokens may be restricted in certain juri

sdictions. The person who owns the white paper is responsible for understanding and complying w

ith all laws and regulations that may apply to oneself.

This paper does not contain all information about the risk of purchasing digital tokens. Before purc

hasing tokens, you should be aware that speculation and risk follows after purchasing digital token

s such as DSTC tokens.

Future DSTC token buyers must purchase DSTC tokens only if they can afford the full loss. Future

buyers should not purchase DSTC tokens unless they fully understand and accept the characteristics

and potential risks in purchasing DSTC tokens.

Future buyers should be able to fully evaluate the advantages and risks of purchasing by doing ind

ependent research and analysis of the DSTC project or overall parts of the virtual asset market and

economic factors.

Future buyers should consult with their own legal, regulatory, tax, business, financial and accounting

experts in their own country to the extent they feel it is necessary.
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Future buyers should independently review whether the purchase is appropriate despite the clear

and potential risks inherent in the behavior of purchasing DSTC tokens, seek expert advice if nece

ssary, and consider purchasing based on this.
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Risk Factors

The risk factor part is not a complete enumeration or explanation of the risks associated with the

purchase of DSTC tokens, and is not prepared for that purpose. There may be additional risks that

the DSTC Foundation is not aware of. Therefore, the following statements are prepared to highligh

t certain risks and encourage prospective buyers to discuss with experts.

Software

DSTC projects and basic technologies are still in its development stage, and there is no guarantee t

hat the development process will not be interrupted or that there will be no errors. Software can c

ause problems due to weaknesses, vulnerabilities, or bugs, and among them, there is an inherent ri

sk that can cause overall token loss.

National regulation

Blockchain technology enables new forms of interaction, and certain jurisdictions can apply such as

existing regulations or new regulations that are introduced on the issuance and sale of applications

and tokens based on securities laws, taxes, other laws or blockchain technology. The introduction

of new laws or regulations can lead to significant changes, including the sale of DSTCtokens and the

termination of projects and the loss of all DSTC tokens.

Development

The estimated target date of issuing DSTC tokens and completing various steps is specified in this

white paper. However, there is no guarantee that the project will be completed on a given target

date, but the DSTC project will continue its development. Over time, significant changes may occur,

relying on third parties for development may proceed. In the future, we may have limited control o

ver the DSTC token function or may not be able to guarantee continuous operation and performan

ce.
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